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DETAILED ACTION

Introduction

The following is a non-final office action in response to the

communications received on August 2, 2001. Claims 1-25 are now pending in

this application.

Claim Objections

1. Claim 1 is objected to because of the following informalities: the term "he"

in line 7 should be "the". Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

2. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

Claims 1-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as

being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which applicant regards as the invention. Claims 1-18 refer to a capacity

demand "unit" and a material demand "unit". The term "unit" here is unclear as to

its meaning. For example, a unit can mean data, software, hardware or a

combination of software and hardware.

Claims 4 and 14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as

being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which applicant regards as the invention. Both claim 4 and claim 14 are

directed to a system and the limitation recited in these claims is further directed

to a step. It is unclear as to how the system comprises a step. A system

typically comprises structural components whereas a method comprises steps.
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Claims 12 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter

which applicant regards as the invention. Claim 12 limits the module to where

the capacity demand and the material demand are connected via the Internet. It

is unclear how the capacity and material demand are specifically connected via

the Internet.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

3. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or

composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent

therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.

4. Claims 1-25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed

invention is directed to non-statutory subject matter. Claims 1-25 describe

functionally descriptive material and are non-statutory because they are not

capable of causing a functional change in a computer. See MPEP §2106. The

present invention describes data structures not specifically stored in computer

readable medium. For example, the capacity demand unit being data stored in a

storage medium does not affect the functionality of the overall system.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for

all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described

as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to

be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been

obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which

said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the

invention was made.
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6. Claims 1-25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Lidow (U.S. Patent No. 6889197).

As per claim 1, Lidow teaches:

A capacity and material target forecasting system used in SCM (Supply Chain

Management) of manufacturing industries, which comprises:

a storage medium, which stores data for making the capacity and material

target forecast including at least:

a capacity demand unit, which determines he capacity demand

according to a product order given from a client end (see col. 13

lines 11-21; where customers submit their orders and the server

consolidates the orders into supplier part numbers resulting in

the customer (capacity) demand);

a material demand unit, which determines the material demand

according to a material purchasing order sent to a supplier in

accordance with the capacity demand (see col. 13 lines 39-42;

where the supply chain server analyzes the customer demand

with the available supply the suppliers have. This analysis

determines the material demand for the suppliers); and

a capacity and material demand reporting unit, which executes

computation of the capacity and material plan through an

enterprise resource plan for a decision-maker's reference (see

col. 12 lines 38-46; where the Planning Module is responsible

for matching the customer demand with a source of suppliers.
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This data is tracked and managed in daily management reports

generated by the system); and

a capacity and material target forecasting module including at least:

a capacity and material demand forecasting unit, which uses a

supply chain management software to generate trading data,

performs forecast for the capacity demand and the

unconstrained material demand, then performs forecast for the

capacity demand and the constrained material demand,

generates a preliminary capacity and material demand

forecasting report, and outputs a supply chain planning result

through the supply chain management software according to the

preliminary capacity and material demand forecasting report

(see col. 12 lines 38-46 and 65-68, col. 13 lines 1-5 and 33-48

and col. 17 lines 49-51; where the system monitors trading data

such as industry trends and commodity/product trends and the

system takes inputs such as customer demand (quarterly or

thirteen week forecasts) and the current capacity of suppliers

which are managed in daily management reports. The system

further determines a plan of matching the customer demand

with the constraints on the suppliers and this plan is sent to

suppliers.); and

a decision adjusting unit, which makes purchasing adjustment

according to the preliminary capacity and material demand
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forecasting report and outputs an actual capacity and material

demand report, which is sent to the supplier for adjusting the

material demand (see col. 15 lines 7-42; where the actual

capacity of suppliers is validated and capacity issues are

resolved by sending a notification to suppliers and customers,

thereby allowing customers to abort or change their forecasts

and these changes are reflected in the adjusted forecasts).

As per claim 1, Lidow fails to teach:

to run a batch operation

Official notice is taken that it is old and well-known in the art of software

programming to execute programs in batch. The advantages of executing an

operation in batch are that all of the data is processed in the same timeframe

thereby enhancing production efficiency, all necessary system resources can be

dedicated to executing the batch operation, and the execution can be done

offline such that no users are affected by running the batch operation. For

example, a system that organizes and prioritizes purchase orders can be run in

batch in order to group purchase orders that require the same materials and

labor, thus further enabling the organization of production orders. By running

these purchase orders in batch offline, the data is organized to enhance

efficiency (such that purchase orders requiring the same materials and labor can

be run through production at the same time) and no users are interacting with the

system thereby not affecting any users and more system resources are available

to execute the batch operation. Therefore, it would have been obvious at the
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time of the invention to one of ordinary skill in supply chain management to

execute the operation in batch in order to organize the data to enhance

production efficiency, allocate the necessary system resources to execute the

batch operation, and not affect other users of the system by running the batch

operation offline.

As per claim 2, Lidow teaches:

The system of claim 1, wherein the client and the supplier are connected through

the Internet and the business trades and information transmissions are

performed through a B-to-B platform (see col. 26 lines 63-68, col. 27 lines 1-55,

fig. 22 and fig. 24; where suppliers, customers, and banks can be connected via

the Internet and all input from suppliers and customers, such as business trades

and information transmissions, are performed on the supply chain server, where

the supply chain server serves as a b-to-b platform).

As per claim 3, Lidow teaches:

The system of claim 1 , wherein the trading data include one combination

selected from the group comprising items, purchasing orders, production orders,

actual shipping, open sales orders, on-hand stocks, BOM's (Bill Of Material),

material related data, vendor source lists, and quotation of prices (see col. 12

lines 58-68 and col. 13 lines 1-5; where the trading data is customer forecasts

(purchase orders), ad hoc orders (purchase orders), or current capacity

information from the supplier (on-hand stocks)).

As per claim 4, Lidow teaches:
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The system of claim 1 further comprising the step of updating the supply chain

plan result in the enterprise resource plan (see col. 17 lines 63-64, col. 18 lines

9-1 1 , and col. 27 lines 43-55; where purchase orders and payment updates are

maintained in the ERP system).

As per claim 5, Lidow teaches:

The system of claim 1 , wherein the decision adjusting unit further allows a

decision maker to adjust the purchasing plan (see col. 13 lines 49-66; where the

system allows for planners to intervene to make any necessary adjustments).

As per claim 6, Lidow teaches:

The system of claim 1 further providing a GUI (Graphics User Interface) to

perform forecasting operations (see col. 28 lines 1-14; where the planner support

tool allows planners to manipulate forecast, demand, and supply data).

As per claim 7, Lidow teaches:

The system of claim 1, wherein the purchasing plan adjustment also performs

different material resource plans according to a branch PIR (Planned

Independent Requirement) (see col. 13 lines 42-45; where the supply chain

server reassigns excess customer demand to a different supplier, thereby

creating a different material requirement plan for the secondary supplier. The

secondary suppliers serve as branches because they are other sources for

material procurement.).

As per claim 8, Lidow teaches:
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The system of claim 7, wherein the branch PIR takes into account the branch

attributes and orientations (see col. 13 lines 45-48; where a secondary supplier is

chosen based on customer's preferences or other algorithms)..

As per claim 9, Lidow teaches:

A capacity and material target forecasting module used in the SCM for

manufacturing industries to forecast an actual capacity and material demand

according to a capacity demand and a material demand in order to minimizes

material stocks, which module comprises:

a capacity and material demand forecasting unit, which uses a supply

chain management software to generate trading data, performs

forecast for the capacity demand and the unconstrained material

demand, then performs forecast for the capacity demand and the

constrained material demand, generates a preliminary capacity and

material demand forecasting report, and outputs a supply chain

planning result through the supply chain management software

according to the preliminary capacity and material demand forecasting

report (see col. 12 lines 38-46 and 65-68, col. 13 lines 1-5 and 33-48

and col. 17 lines 49-51; where the system monitors trading data such

as industry trends and commodity/product trends and the system takes

inputs such as customer demand (quarterly or thirteen week forecasts)

and the current capacity of suppliers which are managed in daily

management reports. The system further determines a plan of
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matching the customer demand with the constraints on the suppliers

and this plan is sent to suppliers.); and

a decision adjusting unit, which makes purchasing adjustment according

to the preliminary capacity and material demand forecasting report and

outputs an actual capacity and material demand report, which is sent

to the supplier for adjusting the material demand (see col. 15 lines 7-

42; where the actual capacity of suppliers is validated and capacity

issues are resolved by sending a notification to suppliers and

customers, thereby allowing customers to abort or change their

forecasts and these changes are reflected in the adjusted forecasts).

As per claim 9, Lidow fails to teach:

to run a batch operation

This limitation is recited in claim 1 of this invention and is addressed in the

rejection of claim 1 ; therefore the same rejection applies to this claim.

As per claim 10, Lidow teaches:

The module of claim 9, wherein the capacity demand is determined according to

a product order given from a client end (see col. 12 lines 57-64; where the supply

chain server determines the capacity demand when it receives a customer's

forecast from the customer).
.

As per claim 1 1 , Lidow teaches:

The module of claim 9, wherein the material demand is determined according to

a material purchasing order sent to a supplier in accordance with the capacity

demand (see col. 15 lines 43-55 and col. 17 lines 49-51; where the capacity
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demand is analyzes and aggregated, then a purchasing plan is sent to the

supplier. The material demand is the amount of product, capacity demand of the

customer, required by the customer).

As per claim 12, Lidow teaches:

The module of claim 9, wherein the capacity demand and the material demand

are connected via the Internet and the business trades and information

transmissions are performed through a B-to-B platform (see col. 26 lines 63-68,

col. 27 lines 1-55, fig. 22 and fig. 24; where suppliers, customers and banks can

be connected via the Internet and all input from suppliers and customers, such as

business trades and information transmissions, are performed on the supply

chain server, where the supply chain server serves as a b-to-b platform).

As per claim 13, Lidow teaches:

The module of claim 9, wherein the trading data include one combination

selected from the group comprising items, purchasing orders, production orders,

actual shipping, open sales orders, on-hand stocks, BOM's (Bill Of Material),

material related data, vendor source lists, and quotation of prices (see col. 12

lines 58-68 and col. 13 lines 1-5; where the trading data is customer forecasts

(purchase orders), ad hoc orders (purchase orders) or current capacity

information from the supplier (on-hand stocks))..

As per claim 14, Lidow teaches:

The module of claim 9 further comprising the step of updating the supply chain

plan result in the enterprise resource plan (see col. 17 lines 63-64, col.. 18 lines
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9-11, and col. 27 lines 43-55; where purchase orders and payment updates are

maintained in the ERP system).

As per claim 15, Lidow teaches:

The module of claim 9, wherein the decision adjusting unit further allows a

decision maker to adjust the purchasing plan (see col. 13 lines 49-66; where the

system allows for planners to intervene to make any necessary adjustments).

As per claim 16, Lidow teaches:

The module of claim 9 further providing a GUI (Graphics User Interface) to

perform forecasting operations (see col. 28 lines 1-14; where the planner support

tool allows planners to manipulate forecast, demand, and supply data).

As per claim 17, Lidow teaches

The module of claim 9, wherein the purchasing plan adjustment also performs

different material resource plans according to a branch PIR (Planned

Independent Requirement) (see col. 13 lines 42-45; where the supply chain

server reassigns excess customer demand to a different supplier, thereby

creating a different material requirement plan for the secondary supplier. The

secondary suppliers serve as branches because they are other sources for

material procurement.).

As per claim 18, Lidow teaches:

The module of claim 17, wherein the branch PIR takes into account the branch

attributes and orientations (see col. 13 lines 45-48; where a secondary supplier is

chosen based on customer's preferences or other algorithms).
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As per claim 19, Lidow teaches:

A capacity and material target forecasting method used in the SCM of

manufacturing industries, which comprises the steps of:

using a supply chain management software to generate trade data

(see col. 12 lines 57-65; where customers
1 demand and

supplier's capacity are input into the system);

performing capacity demand and unconstrained material demand

forecast according to the trade data and.generating a

preliminary material demand (see col. 12 lines 57-65; where

customer's quarterly or thirteen week forecasts (capacity

demand), and suppliers' capacity (material demand) is

generated);

performing the capacity demand and the constrained material

demand forecast according to the preliminary material demand

and generating a preliminary capacity and material demand

forecasting report (see col. 12 lines 57-65; where customer's

quarterly or thirteen week forecasts (the capacity demand) and

suppliers' capacity (material demand) is generated);

executing a branch PIR according to the preliminary capacity and

material demand forecasting report and outputting a supply

chain planning result through the supply chain management

software (see col. 13 lines 42-45; where the supply chain server

reassigns excess customer demand to a different supplier,
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thereby creating a different material requirement plan for the

secondary supplier); and

performing purchasing adjustment according to the preliminary

capacity and material demand forecasting report and outputting

an actual capacity and material demand report, which is then

sent to a supplier to adjust the material demand (see col. 15

lines 7-42; where the actual capacity of suppliers is validated

and capacity issues are resolved by sending a notification to

suppliers and customers, thereby allowing customers to abort or

change their forecasts and these changes are reflected in the

adjusted forecasts).

As per claim 19, Lidow fails to teach:

to run a batch operation

This limitation is recited in claim 1 of this invention and is addressed in the

rejection of claim 1 ; therefore the same rejection applies to this claim.

As per claim 20, Lidow teaches:

The method of claim 19, wherein the trading data include one combination

selected from the group comprising items, purchasing orders, production orders,

actual shipping, open sales orders, on-hand stocks, BOM's (Bill Of Material),

material related data, vendor source lists, and quotation of prices (see col. 12

lines 58-68 and col. 13 lines 1-5; where the trading data is customer forecasts

(purchase orders), ad hoc orders (purchase orders) or current capacity

information from the supplier (on-hand stocks)).
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As per claim 21 , Lidow teaches:

The method of claim 19 further comprising the step of updating the supply chain

plan result in the enterprise resource plan (see col. 17 lines 63-64, col. 18 lines

9-1 1 , and col. 27 lines 43-55; where purchase orders and payment updates are

maintained in the ERP system).

As per claim 22, Lidow teaches:

The method of claim 19, wherein the purchasing adjustment further allows a

decision maker to adjust the purchasing plan (see col. 13 lines 49-66; where the

system allows for planners to intervene to make any necessary adjustments).

As per claim 23, Lidow teaches:

The method of claim 19 further providing a GUI (Graphics User Interface) to

perform forecasting operations (see col. 28 lines 1-14; where the planner support

tool allows planners to manipulate forecast, demand, and supply data).

As per claim 24, Lidow teaches:

The method of claim 19, wherein the purchasing adjustment also performs

different material resource plans according to a branch PIR (Planned

Independent Requirement) (see col. 13 lines 42-45; where the supply chain

server reassigns excess customer demand to a different supplier, thereby

creating a different material requirement plan for the secondary supplier. The

secondary suppliers serve as branches because they are other sources for

material procurement.).

As per claim 25, Lidow teaches:
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The method of claim 24, wherein the branch PIR takes into account the branch

attributes and orientations (see col. 13 lines 45-48; where a secondary supplier is

chosen based on customer's preferences or other algorithms).

Conclusion

7. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. The following are pertinent to the current invention,

though not relied upon:

Wei (U.S. Patent No. 6889106) teaches a master production scheduling

system and method for efficiently generating master production schedules.

Dietrich (U.S. Patent No. 6272389) discloses a method for developing a

production plan with respect to the available capacity.

Lim (Lim, Beng F., "A Manufacturing Resource Planning System",

University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Spring 1999) teaches a the basic

elements of a manufacturing resource planning system, including forecasting,

master production schedule, resource requirement planning, and capacity

requirements planning.

Kumar et. al. (Kumar, Sameer; Chandra, Cham; Stoerzinger, Mike, "Serve

Your Supply Chain, Not Operations - A Case Study", Industrial Management and

Data Systems, v101n8/9 pp: 414-425, 2001) discloses research to identify and

pilot an improved planning and fulfillment process.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the examiner should be directed to Kalyan K. Deshpande whose telephone
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number is (571)272-5880. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8am-

5pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the

examiner's supervisor, Tariq Hafiz can be reached on (571) 272-6729. The fax

phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is

assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from

the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information

for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public

PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-

free).
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